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		Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) is the W3C standard for the visual
		presentation of web pages (although it can be used in other
		settings as well). After a short introduction to the key concepts
		of CSS, this pocket reference provides an alphabetical reference
		to all CSS3 selectors, followed by an alphabetical reference to
		CSS3 properties.

	
		When you're working with CSS and need a quick answer, CSS Pocket Reference delivers. This handy, concise book provides all of the essential information you need to implement CSS on the fly. Ideal for intermediate to advanced web designers and developers, the 4th edition is revised and updated for CSS3, the latest version of the Cascading Style Sheet specification. Along with a complete alphabetical reference to CSS3 selectors and properties, you'll also find a short introduction to the key concepts of CSS.

	
		Based on Cascading Style Sheets: The Definitive Guide, this reference is an easy-to-use cheatsheet of the CSS specifications you need for any task at hand. This book helps you:

		
			Quickly find and adapt the style elements you need
	
			Learn how CSS3 features complement and extend your CSS practices
	
			Discover new value types and new CSS selectors
	
			Implement drop shadows, multiple backgrounds, rounded corners, and border images
	
			Get new information about transforms and transitions
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Mastering Microsoft Windows Server 2008 R2Sybex, 2010

	The one book you absolutely need to get up and running with Windows Server 2008 R2.


	One of the world's leading Windows authorities and top-selling author Mark Minasi explores every nook and cranny of the latest version of Microsoft's flagship network operating system, Windows Server 2008 R2, giving you the most in-depth...
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Analytical Techniques in Materials ConservationJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007

	This book will introduce the reader to the wide variety of analytical techniques that are employed by those working on the conservation of materials. An introduction to each technique is provided with explanations of how data may be obtained and interpreted. Examples and case studies will be included to illustrate how each technique is used...
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HSPA Performance and Evolution: A practical perspectiveJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009

	Written from an operator’s viewpoint,  HSPA Performance and Evolution  explores the lessons learned and techniques developed for optimally deploying HSPA (High Speed Packet Access). The essential distinctions between rolling out HSPA compared to earlier UMTS and GSM technologies are explained covering the many issues...
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Inside Microsoft® Visual Studio® .NET 2003Microsoft Press, 2003
Learn how to put all the built-in power of Microsoft® Visual  Studio® .NET 2003 to work with this comprehensive, in-depth programming guide.  It drills down into the internal workings of Visual Studio .NET to help you get  the most out of its features, editors, and project-management capabilities.  You'll see how to...
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Software Testing using Visual Studio 2010Packt Publishing, 2010

	The Microsoft Visual Studio 2010 suite contains several features that support the needs of developers, testers, managers, and architects to simplify the development process. Visual Studio provides different editions of the products such as Professional, Premium, and Ultimate with different sets of tools. Visual Studio 2010 is tightly...
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BIOS Disassembly Ninjutsu Uncovered (Uncovered series)A-LIST Publishing, 2006

	Explaining security vulnerabilities, possible exploitation scenarios, and prevention in a systematic manner, this guide to BIOS exploitation describes the reverse-engineering techniques used to gather information from BIOS and expansion ROMs. SMBIOS/DMI exploitation techniques—including BIOS rootkits and computer...
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